Appendix (8)

The Names of interview persons (experiences) for the Sample study

2. Dr. Hiysat, Ahmad: Directorate of Curricula and school books/ National team member for developing Mathematics Curricula. Assistant. Prof. of Mathematics / Education, Educational and Science College/ The Hashemite University.
3. Dr. AL Meqdadi, Farouq: Assistant. Prof. of Mathematics Education & Computers. Educational and Science College/ Yarmouk University, Irbid. Jordan.
4. Dr. Al Zuobi, Ali: Assistant. Prof. of Mathematics Education Educational and Science College/ Mu’tah University.
5. Dr. Namarneh, Ibrahim: Teacher for Mathematics curriculum / Ministry of Education during the first and second period.
6. Joum’ah, Moustafa: supervisor for teaching Mathematics/ Ministry of Education.
7. Al-Ssmady, Mohammed: member of writing and developing mathematics books/ supervisor for teaching Mathematics/ Ministry of Education.
8. Al kaleel, Ahmad: supervisor for teaching Mathematics/ Ministry of Education.
9. Arabiat, Kalid: Member of improving Mathematics curricula /department of curricula and School Mathematics books/ Ministry of Education/ Amman, Jordan.
10. Gharaibeh, Shadia: Member of improving Mathematics curricula /department of curricula and School books/ Ministry of Education/ Amman, Jordan.
11. Ta‘mneh, Akrum: supervisor for teaching Mathematics/ Ministry of Education.